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Abstract
In this tutorial paper, we first define mean
squared error, variance, covariance, and bias
of both random variables and classifica-
tion/predictor models. Then, we formulate the
true and generalization errors of the model
for both training and validation/test instances
where we make use of the Stein’s Unbiased Risk
Estimator (SURE). We define overfitting, under-
fitting, and generalization using the obtained true
and generalization errors. We introduce cross
validation and two well-known examples which
are K-fold and leave-one-out cross validations.
We briefly introduce generalized cross validation
and then move on to regularization where we
use the SURE again. We work on both `2 and `1
norm regularizations. Then, we show that boot-
strap aggregating (bagging) reduces the variance
of estimation. Boosting, specifically AdaBoost,
is introduced and it is explained as both an
additive model and a maximum margin model,
i.e., Support Vector Machine (SVM). The upper
bound on the generalization error of boosting
is also provided to show why boosting prevents
from overfitting. As examples of regularization,
the theory of ridge and lasso regressions, weight
decay, noise injection to input/weights, and early
stopping are explained. Random forest, dropout,
histogram of oriented gradients, and single shot
multi-box detector are explained as examples
of bagging in machine learning and computer
vision. Finally, boosting tree and SVM models
are mentioned as examples of boosting.
1. Introduction
Assume we have a dataset of instances {(xi, yi)}Ni=1 with
sample size N and dimensionality xi ∈ Rd and yi ∈ R.
The {xi}Ni=1 are the input data to the model and the {yi}Ni=1
are the observations (labels). We denote the dataset by D
so that N := |D|. This dataset is the union of the disjoint
subsets, i.e., training set T and test setR; therefore:
D = T ∪ R, (1)
T ∩ R = ∅. (2)
For the training set, the observations (labels), yi’s, are
available. Although for the test set, we might also have
yi’s, but we do not use them for training the model. The
observations are continuous or come from a finite discrete
set of values in classification and prediction (regression)
tasks, respectively. Assume the sample size of training and
test sets are n := |T | and m := N −n, respectively; there-
fore, we have {(xi, yi)}ni=1 as the training set. In some
cases where we want to have validation set V as well, the
datasets includes three disjoint subsets:
D = T ∪ R ∪ V, (3)
T ∩ R = ∅, T ∩ V = ∅,V ∩R = ∅. (4)
We will define the intuitions of training, test, and validation
sets later in this paper.
In this paper, we introduce overfitting, cross validation,
generalized cross validation, regularization, bagging, and
boosting and explain why they work theoretically. We also
provide some examples of these methods in machine learn-
ing and computer vision.
2. Mean Squared Error, Variance, and Bias
2.1. Measures for a Random Variable
Assume we have variable X and we estimate it. Let the
random variable X̂ denote the estimate ofX . The variance
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Figure 1. The dart example for (a) high bias and low variance, (b) low bias and high variance, (c) high bias and high variance, and (d) low
bias and low variance. The worst and best cases are (c) and (d), respectively. The center of the circles is the true value of the variable.
of estimating this random variable is defined as:
Var(X̂) := E
(
(X̂ − E(X̂))2), (5)
which means average deviation of X̂ from the mean of our
estimate, E(X̂), where the deviation is squared for symme-
try of difference. This variance can be restated as:
Var(X̂) = E
(
X̂2 + (E(X̂))2 − 2X̂E(X̂))
(a)
= E(X̂2) + (E(X̂))2 − 2E(X̂)E(X̂)
= E(X̂2)− (E(X̂))2, (6)
where (a) is because expectation is a linear operator and
E(X̂) is not a random variable.
Our estimation can have a bias. The bias of our estimate is
defined as:
Bias(X̂) := E(X̂)−X, (7)
which means how much the mean of our estimate deviates
from the original X .
The Mean Squared Error (MSE) of our estimate, X̂ , is de-
fined as:
MSE(X̂) := E
(
(X̂ −X)2), (8)
which means how much our estimate deviates from the
original X .
The intuition of bias, variance, and MSE is illustrated in
Fig. 1 where the estimations are like a dart game. We have
four cases with low/high values of bias and variance which
are depicted in this figure.
The relation of MSE, variance, and bias is as follows:
MSE(X̂) = E
(
(X̂ −X)2)
= E
(
(X̂ − E(X̂) + E(X̂)−X)2)
= E
(
(X̂ − E(X̂))2 + (E(X̂)−X)2
+ 2(X̂ − E(X̂))(E(X̂)−X))
(a)
= E
(
(X̂ − E(X̂))2)+ (E(X̂)−X)2
+ 2 (E(X̂)− E(X̂))︸ ︷︷ ︸
0
(E(X̂)−X)
(b)
= Var(X̂) + (Bias(X̂))2, (9)
where (a) is because expectation is a linear operator andX
and E(X̂) are not random, and (b) is because of Eqs. (5)
and (7).
If we have two random variables X̂ and Ŷ , we can say:
Var(aX̂ + bŶ ) (6)= E
(
(aX̂ + bŶ )2
)− (E(aX̂ + bŶ ))2
(a)
= a2 E(X̂2) + b2 E(Ŷ 2) + 2abE(X̂Ŷ )
− a2 (E(X̂))2 − b2 (E(Ŷ ))2 − 2abE(Ŷ )E(Ŷ )
(6)
= a2Var(X̂) + b2Var(X̂) + 2abCov(X̂, Ŷ ), (10)
where (a) is because of linearity of expectation and the
Cov(X̂, Ŷ ) is covariance defined as:
Cov(X̂, Ŷ ) := E(X̂Ŷ )− E(Ŷ )E(Ŷ ). (11)
If the two random variables are independent, i.e., X ⊥⊥ Y ,
we have:
E(X̂Ŷ ) (a)=
∫∫
x̂ŷf(x̂, ŷ)dx̂dŷ
⊥⊥
=
∫∫
x̂ŷf(x̂)f(ŷ)dx̂dŷ
=
∫
ŷf(ŷ)
∫
x̂f(x̂)dx̂︸ ︷︷ ︸
E(X̂)
dŷ = E(X̂)
∫
ŷf(ŷ)dŷ︸ ︷︷ ︸
E(Ŷ )
= E(X̂)E(Ŷ ) =⇒ Cov(X̂, Ŷ ) = 0, (12)
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where (a) is according to definition of expectation. Note
that Eq. (12) is not true for the reverse implication (we can
prove by counterexample).
We can extend Eqs. (10) and (11) to multiple random vari-
ables:
Var
( k∑
i=1
aiXi
)
=
k∑
i=1
a2i Var(Xi) +
k∑
i=1
k∑
j=1,j 6=i
aiajCov(Xi, Xj),
(13)
Cov
( k1∑
i=1
aiXi,
k2∑
j=1
bjYj
)
=
k1∑
i=1
k2∑
j=1
ai bj Cov(Xi, Yj),
(14)
where ai’s and bj’s are not random.
2.2. Measures for a Model
Assume we have a function f which gets the i-th input xi
and outputs fi = f(xi). Figure 2 shows this function and
its input and output. We wish to know the function which
we call it the true model but we do not have access to it as
it is unknown. Also, the pure outputs (true observations),
fi’s, are not available. The output may be corrupted with
an additive noise εi:
yi = fi + εi, (15)
where the noise is εi ∼ N (0, σ2). Therefore:
E(εi) = 0, E(ε2i )
(6)
= Var(εi) + (E(εi))2 = σ2, (16)
The true observation fi is not random, thus:
E(fi) = fi. (17)
The input training data {xi}ni=1 and their corrupted obser-
vations {yi}ni=1 are available to us. We would like to ap-
proximate (estimate) the true model by a model f̂ in or-
der to estimate the observations {yi}ni=1 from the input
{xi}ni=1. Calling the estimated observations by {ŷi}ni=1,
we want the {ŷi}ni=1 to be as close as possible to {yi}ni=1
for the training input data {xi}ni=1. We train the model us-
ing the training data in order to estimate the true model.
After training the model, it can be used to estimate the out-
put of the model for both the training input {xi}ni=1 and the
unseen test input {xi}mi=1 to have the estimates {ŷi}ni=1 and
{ŷi}mi=1, respectively. The explained details are illustrated
in Fig. 2.
In this work, we denote the estimation of the observation of
the i-th instance with either ŷi or f̂i. The model can be a re-
gression (prediction) or classification model. In regression,
the model’s estimation is continuous while in classification,
Figure 2. The true model and the estimated model which is trained
using the input training data and their observations. The observa-
tions are obtained from the outputs of the true model fed with
the training input but corrupted by the noise. After the model is
trained, it can be used to estimate the observation for either train-
ing or test input data.
Figure 3. The triangle of variance, bias, and MSE. The f and f̂
are the true and estimated models, respectively.
the estimation is a member of a discrete set of possible ob-
servations.
The definitions of variance, bias, and MSE, i.e., Eqs. (5),
(7), and (8), can also be used for the estimation f̂i of the
true model fi. The Eq. (9) can be illustrated for the model
f as in Fig. 3 which holds because of Pythagorean theorem.
2.3. Measures for Ensemble of Models
If we have an ensemble of models (Polikar, 2012), we can
have some similar definitions of bias and variance (e.g., see
the Appendix C in (Schapire et al., 1998)). Here, we as-
sume the models are classifiers.
If P(.) denotes the probability, the expected error or pre-
diction error (PE) of the model fi is defined as:
PE(f) := P(f̂i 6= yi), (18)
where f̂i is the estimation of trained model for the observa-
tion yi (input xi).
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In the parentheses, it is required to mention that Bayesian
classifier is the optimal classifier because it can be seen
as an ensemble of hypotheses (models) in the hypothesis
(model) space and no other ensemble of hypotheses can
outperform it (see Chapter 6, Page 175 in (Mitchell, 1997)).
In the literature, it is referred to as Bayes optimal classifier.
However, implementing Bayesian classifier is difficult so
they approximate it by naive Bayes (Zhang, 2004).
Back to our main discussion, let f̂∗ denote the Bayes opti-
mal prediction. Also, let the estimate of each of the trained
models by an ensemble learning method (such as bagging
or boosting which will be introduced later) be denoted by
f̂ which is trained using {(xi, yi)}ni=1. Finally, let f̂m de-
note the classification using majority voting between the
models. The bias and variance of the model can be defined
as (Kong & Dietterich, 1995):
Bias(f̂) := PE(f̂m)− PE(f̂∗), (19)
Var(f̂) := E(PE(f̂))− PE(f̂m). (20)
There also exist another definition in the literature. Sup-
pose the sample space of data is the union of two disjoint
subsets U and B which are the unbiased and biased sets
with f̂mi = f̂
∗
i and f̂
m
i 6= f̂∗i , respectively. We can define
(Breiman, 1998):
Bias(f̂i)
:= P(f̂∗i = yi,xi ∈ B)− E(P(f̂i = yi,xi ∈ B)), (21)
Var(f̂i)
:= P(f̂∗i = yi,xi ∈ U)− E(P(f̂i = yi,xi ∈ U)). (22)
3. Mean Squared Error of the Estimation of
Observations
Suppose we have an instance (x0, y0). This instance can be
either a training or test/validation instance. We will cover
both cases. According to Eq. (15), the observation y0 is:
y0 = f0 + ε0. (23)
Assume the model’s estimation of y0 is f̂0. According to
Eq. (8), the MSE of the estimation is:
E
(
(f̂0 − y0)2
) (23)
= E
(
(f̂0 − f0 − ε0)2
)
= E
(
(f̂0 − f0)2 + ε20 − 2 ε0(f̂0 − f0)
)
= E
(
(f̂0 − f0)2
)
+ E(ε20)− 2E
(
ε0(f̂0 − f0)
)
(16)
= E
(
(f̂0 − f0)2
)
+ σ2 − 2E(ε0(f̂0 − f0)). (24)
The last term is:
E
(
ε0(f̂0 − f0)
) (23)
= E
(
(y0 − f0)(f̂0 − f0)
)
. (25)
For calculation of this term, we have two cases: (I) whether
the instance (x0, y0) is in the training set or (II) not in the
training set. In other words, whether the instance was used
to train the model (estimator) or not.
3.1. Case I: Instance not in the Training Set
Assume the instance (x0, y0) was not in the training set,
i.e., it was not used for training the model. In other words,
we have y0 /∈ T . This means that the estimation f̂0 is inde-
pendent of the observation y0 because the observation was
not used to train the model but the estimation is obtained
from the model. Therefore:
∴ y0 ⊥⊥ f̂0 =⇒ (y0 − f0) ⊥⊥ (f̂0 − f0)
=⇒ E((y0 − f0)(f̂0 − f0))
(a)
= E
(
(y0 − f0)
)
E
(
(f̂0 − f0)
) (b)
= 0× E((f̂0 − f0)) = 0,
where (a) is because (y0 − f0) ⊥⊥ (f̂0 − f0) and (b) is
because:
E
(
(y0 − f0)
)
= E(y0)− E(f0) (c)= f0 − f0 = 0,
where (c) is because of Eq. (17) and:
E(y0)
(23)
= E(f0) + E(ε0) = f0 + 0 = f0.
Therefore, in this case, the last term in Eq. (24) is zero.
Thus:
E
(
(f̂0 − y0)2
)
= E
(
(f̂0 − f0)2
)
+ σ2 (26)
Suppose the number of instances which are not in the train-
ing set ism. We can sum the MSE over all them instances:
m∑
i=1
(f̂i − yi)2 =
m∑
i=1
(f̂0 − f0)2 +
m∑
i=1
σ2︸ ︷︷ ︸
=mσ2
. (27)
The first term,
∑m
i=1(f̂i − yi)2, is the error for the train-
ing data. This error is referred to as empirical error or
training error and is denoted by err. The second term,∑m
i=1(f̂0 − f0)2, is the error for the testing (or validation)
data. This error is referred to as true error, test error, or
generalization error and is denoted by Err. Therefore:
Err = err−mσ2. (28)
Hence, in this case, the empirical error is a good estimation
of the true error. Thus, we can minimize the empirical error
in order to properly minimize the true error.
3.2. Case II: Instance in the Training Set
Consider a multivariate random variable Rd 3 z =
[z1, . . . , zd]
> whose components are independent random
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variables with normal distribution, i.e., zi ∼ N (µi, σ).
Take Rd 3 µ = [µ1, . . . , µd]> and let Rd 3 g(z) =
[g1, . . . , gd]
> be a function of the random variable z with
g(z) : Rd → Rd. There exists a lemma, named Stein’s
Lemma, which states:
E
(
(z − µ)> g(z)) = σ2 d∑
i=1
E
(∂gi
∂zi
)
, (29)
which is used in Stein’s Unbiased Risk Estimate (SURE)
(Stein, 1981). See Appendix A in this tutorial paper for the
proof of Eq. (29).
If the random variable is a univariate variable, the Stein’s
lemma becomes:
E
(
(z − µ) g(z)) = σ2 E(∂g(z)
∂z
)
. (30)
Suppose we take ε0, 0, and f̂0 − f0 as the z, µ, and g(z),
respectively. Using Eq. (30), the last term in Eq. (24) is:
E
(
(ε0 − 0)(f̂0 − f0)
)
= σ2 E
(∂(f̂0 − f0)
∂ε0
)
= σ2 E
(∂f̂0
∂ε0
− ∂f0
∂ε0
) (a)
= σ2 E
(∂f̂0
∂ε0
)
(b)
= σ2 E
(∂f̂0
∂y0
× ∂y0
∂ε0
) (c)
= σ2 E
(∂f̂0
∂y0
)
,
where (a) is because the true model f is not dependent on
the noise, (b) is because of the chain rule in derivative, and
(c) is because:
y0
(23)
= f0 + ε0 =⇒ ∂y0
∂ε0
= 1.
Therefore, in this case, the Eq. (24) is:
E
(
(f̂0 − y0)2
)
= E
(
(f̂0 − f0)2
)
+ σ2 − 2σ2E(∂f̂0
∂y0
)
.
(31)
Suppose the number of training instances is n. We can sum
the MSE over all the n training instances:
n∑
i=1
(f̂i − yi)2 =
n∑
i=1
(f̂0 − f0)2 +
n∑
i=1
σ2︸ ︷︷ ︸
=nσ2
−2σ2
n∑
i=1
∂f̂i
∂yi
.
(32)
The first term is the empirical error (denoted by err) and the
second term is the true error (denoted by Err). Therefore:
Err = err− nσ2 + 2σ2
n∑
i=1
∂f̂i
∂yi
, (33)
which is the Stein’s Unbiased Risk Estimate (SURE) (Stein,
1981).
The last term in Eq. (33) is a measure of complexity (or
overfitting) of the model. Note that ∂f̂i/∂yi means if we
move the i-th training instance, how much the model’s esti-
mation of that instance will change? This shows how much
the model is complex or overfitted. For better understand-
ing, suppose a line regressing a training set via least squares
problem. If we change a point, the line will not change
significantly because the model is not complex (is underfit-
ted). On the other hand, consider a regression model pass-
ing through “all” the points. If we move a training point,
the regressing curve changes noticeably which is because
the model is very complex (overfitted). See Fig. 4 illustrat-
ing the explained examples.
According to Eq. (33), in the case where the instance is in
the training set, the empirical error is not a good estimation
of the true error. the reason is that minimization of err
usually increases the complexity of the model cancelling
out the minimization of Err after some level of training.
3.3. Estimation of σ in MSE of the Model
The MSE of the model in the both mentioned cases include
σ which is the standard deviation of the noise. An unbiased
estimation of the variance of the noise is:
σ2 ≈ 1
n− 1
n∑
i=1
(yi − f̂i), (34)
which uses the training observations and their estima-
tion by the model. However, the model’s estimations of
the training observations are themselves dependent on the
complexity of the model.
For the explained problem, in practice, we use an estimator
with high bias and low variance in order to estimate the σ
in order not to have an estimation dependent on the com-
plexity fo the model. For example, we use a line fitted to
the training data using least squares problem (linear regres-
sion) in order to have estimations f̂i’s of the yi’s and then
we use Eq. (34). Thereafter, for the sake of simplicity, we
do not change the σ (assume it is fixed) when we change
the complexity of the model.
4. Overfitting, Underfitting, and
Generalization
If the model is trained in an extremely simple way so that
its estimation has low variance but high bias, we have un-
derfitting. Note that underfitting is also referred to as over-
generalization. On the other hand, if the model is trained in
an extremely complex way so that its estimation has high
variance but low bias, we have overfitting. To summarize:
• in underfitting: low variance, high variance, and low
complexity.
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Figure 4. An example for a simple and a complex model: (a) a
simple model, (b) the modified simple model after moving a train-
ing instance (shown in green), (c) a complex model, and (d) the
modified simple model after moving a training instance (shown in
green). The complex model is impacted significantly by moving
the instance while the simple model is not that much affected.
• in overfitting: high variance, low variance, high com-
plexity.
An example for underfitting, good fit, and overfitting is il-
lustrated in Fig. 5. As this figure shows, in bot underfitting
and overfitting, the estimation of a test instance might be
very weak while in a good fit, the test instance, which was
not seen in the training phase, is estimated good enough
with smaller error. The ability of the model to estimate the
unseen test (out-of-sample) data is referred to as general-
ization. The lack of generalization is the reason why both
overfitting and underfitting, especially overfitting, is not ac-
Figure 5. An example for (a) underfitting, (b) good fit, and (c)
overfitting. The black circles and red square are training and test
instances, respectively. The red curve is the fitted curve.
ceptable. In overfitting, the training error, i.e., err, is very
small while the test (true) error, i.e., Err, is usually awful!
5. Cross Validation
5.1. Definition
In order to either (I) find out until which complexity we
should train the model or (II) tune the parameters of the
model, we should use cross validation (Arlot & Celisse,
2010). In cross validation, we divide the dataset D into
two partitions, i.e., training set denoted by T and test set
denoted by R where the union of these two subsets is the
whole dataset and the intersection of them is the empty set:
T ∪ R = D, (35)
T ∩ R = ∅. (36)
The T is used for training the model. After the model is
trained, the R is used for testing the performance of the
model.
We have different methods for cross validation. Two of
the most well-known methods for cross validation are K-
fold cross validation and Leave-One-Out Cross Validation
(LOOCV).
InK-fold cross validation, we randomly split the datasetD
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Figure 6. The overfitting of model: (a) training error and true er-
ror, (b) depiction of Eq. (33).
into K partitions {D1, . . . ,DK} where:
|D1| ≈ |D2| ≈ · · · ≈ |DK |, (37)
K⋃
i=1
Di = D, (38)
Di ∩ Dj = ∅, ∀i, j ∈ {1, . . . ,K}, i 6= j, (39)
where |.| denoted the cardinality of set. Sometimes, the
dataset D is shuffled before the cross validation for bet-
ter randomization. Moreover, both simple random sam-
pling without replacement and stratified sampling (Barnett,
1974) can be used for this splitting. The K-fold cross val-
idation includes K iterations in each of them, one of the
partitions is used as the test set and the rest of data is used
for training. The overall estimation error is the average test
error of iterations. Note that we usually have K = 2, 5, 10
in the literature but K = 10 is the most common. The al-
gorithm of K-fold cross validation is shown in Algorithm
1.
In LOOCV, we iterate for |D| = N times and in each it-
eration, we take one instance as the R (so that |R| = 1)
and the rest of instances as the training set. The overall
estimation error is the average test error of iterations. The
algorithm of LOOCV is shown in Algorithm 2. Usually,
when the size of dataset is small, LOOCV is used in or-
der to use the most of dataset for training and then test the
model properly.
1 Randomly split D into K partitions with almost
equal sizes.
2 for k from 1 to K do
3 R← Partition k from D.
4 T ← D \R.
5 Use T to train the model.
6 Errk ← Use the trained model to predictR.
7 Err← 1K
∑K
k=1 Errk
Algorithm 1: K-fold Cross Validation
1 for k from 1 to |D| = N do
2 R← Take the k-th instance from D.
3 T ← D \R.
4 Use T to train the model.
5 Errk ← Use the trained model to predictR.
6 Err← 1|D|
∑|D|
k=1 Errk
Algorithm 2: Leave-One-Out Cross Validation
If we want to train the model and then test it, the cross
validation should be done using training and test sets as
explained. Note that the test set and the training set should
be disjoint, i.e., T ∩R = ∅; otherwise, we are introducing
the whole or a part of the test instances to the model to
learn them. Of course, in that way, the model will learn
to estimate the test instances easier and better; however,
in the real-world applications, the test data is not available
at the time of training. Therefore, if we mistakenly have
T ∩R 6= ∅, it is referred to as cheating in machine learning
(we call it cheating #1 here).
In some cases, the model has some parameters which need
to be determined. In this case, we split the data D to three
subsets, i.e., training set T , test set R, and validation set
V . Usually, we have |T | > |R| and |T | > |V|. First, we
want to find the best parameters. For this, the training set
is used to train the model with different values of param-
eters. For every value of parameter(s), after the model is
trained, it is tested on the validation set. This is performed
for all desired values of parameters. The parameter value
resulting in the best estimation performance on the valida-
tion set is selected to be the value of parameter(s). After
finding the values of parameters, the model is trained using
the training set (where the found parameter value is used).
Then, the model is tested on the test set and the estimation
performance is the average test set over the cross validation
iterations.
In cross validation with validation set, we have:
T ∩ R = ∅, T ∩ V = ∅, V ∩R = ∅. (40)
The validation and test sets should be disjoint because the
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parameters of the model should not be optimized by testing
on the test set. In other words, in real-world applications,
the training and validation sets are available but the test set
is not available yet. If we mistakenly have V ∩ R 6= ∅,
it is referred to as cheating in machine learning (we call it
cheating #2 here). Note that this kind of mistake is very
common in the literature unfortunately, where some people
optimize the parameters by testing on the test set without
having a validation set. Moreover, the training and test sets
should be disjoint as explained beforehand; otherwise, that
would be another kind of cheating in machine learning (in-
troduced before as cheating #1). On the other hand, the
training and validation sets should be disjoint. Although
having T ∩V 6= ∅ is not cheating but it should not be done
for the reason which will be explained later in this section.
In order to have validation set in cross validation, we usu-
ally first split the dataset D into T ′ andR where T ′ ∪R =
D and T ′∩R = ∅. Then, we split the set T ′ into the train-
ing and validation sets, i.e., T ∪V = T ′ and T ∩V = ∅ and
usually |T | > |V|. The algorithms of K-fold cross valida-
tion and LOOCV can be modified accordingly to include
the validation set. In LOOCV, we usually have |V| = 1.
5.2. Theory
Recall the Eqs. (28) and (33) where the true error for the
test (not in training set) and training instance are related to
the training error, respectively. When the instance is not
in the training set, the true error, Err, and the test error,
err, behave differently as shown in Fig. 6-a. At the first
stages of training, the err and Err both decrease; however,
after some training, the model becomes more complex and
goes toward overfitting. In that stage, the Err starts to in-
crease. We should end the training when the Err starts to
increase because that stage is the good fit. Usually, in or-
der to find out when to stop training, we train the model for
one stage (e.g., iteration) and then test the trained model
on the validation set where the error is named Err. This
is commonly used in training neural networks (Goodfellow
et al., 2016) where Err is measured after every epoch for
example. For neural networks, we usually save a history
of Err for several last epochs and if the overall pattern of
Err is increasing, we stop and take the last best trained
model with least Err. We do this because in complex mod-
els such as neural networks, the curve of Err usually has
some small fluctuations which we do not want to misjudge
the stopping criterion based on those. This procedure is
named early stopping in neural networks (Prechelt, 1998)
which will be explained later in Section 7.4.4.
The reason why Err increases after a while of training is
according to Eq. (33). Dropping the constant nσ2 from that
expression, we have: Err = err+2σ2
∑n
i=1
∂f̂i
∂yi
where the
term 2σ2
∑n
i=1
∂f̂i
∂yi
shows the model complexity. See Fig.
6-b where both err and the model complexity are illustrated
as a function of training stages (iterations). According to
Eq. (33), the Err is the summation of these two curves
which clarifies the reason of its behavior. That is why we
should not train a lot on the trainign set because the model
will get very fitted (biased) on the training set and will lose
its ability to generalize to new unseen data.
The Fig. 6-a and Eq. (33) show that it is better to have
T ∩ V = 0. Otherwise, for example if we have T = V ,
the Err will be equivalent to err and thus it will go down
even in overfitting stages. This is harmful to our training
because we will not notice overfitting properly. The Eq.
(28) also explains that the error on validation or test set is
a good measure for the true error. That is why we can use
test or validation error in order to know until what stage we
can train the model without overfitting.
Finally, it is noteworthy to discuss the intersections of train-
ing, test, and validation sets according to above explana-
tions and the previous sub-section. If we have only training
and test sets without validation set:
• T ∩ R 6= ∅ =⇒ cheating #1
If we have training, test, and validation sets without valida-
tion set:
• T ∩ R 6= ∅ =⇒ cheating #1
• V ∩ R 6= ∅ =⇒ cheating #2
• T ∩ V 6= ∅ =⇒ harmful to training (not noticing
overfitting properly)
The first two items are advantageous to the model’s per-
formance on test data but that is cheating and also it may
be disadvantageous to future new test data. The third item
is disadvantageous to the model’s performance on test data
because we may not find out overfitting or we may find
it out late and the generalization error will become worse;
therefore, it is better not to do it.
6. Generalized Cross Validation
In this section, we consider the model which estimates the
observations {yi}Ni=1 as:
ŷ = Γy, (41)
where ŷ = [ŷ1, . . . , ŷN ]> and y = [y1, . . . , yN ]> assum-
ing that the observations for the whole dataset are available.
The Γ ∈ RN×N is called the hat matrix because it puts a
hat on y. An example of Γ is Γ = X(X>X)−1X> which
is used in linear regression (Friedman et al., 2009). If γij
denotes the (i, j)-th element of Γ, the i-th element of ŷ can
be stated as:
ŷi =
N∑
j=1
γij yj . (42)
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Now assume that we remove the i-th instance for the sake
of having LOOCV. Assume that ŷ(−i)i denotes the model’s
estimate of yi where the model is trained using D \ {xi}
(using the entire data except the i-th instance). We can say:
ŷ
(−i)
i =
( N∑
j=1
γij yj
)
− γii yi + γij ŷ(−i)i , (43)
which means that we remove the estimation of yi using the
model trained by the whole D and instead we put the esti-
mation of the model trained by D \ {xi}. Adding yi to the
left- and right-hand sides of Eq. (43) gives:
yi − ŷ(−i)i =
yi − ŷi
1− γii . (44)
The Eq. (44) means that we can do LOOCV for the model
of Eq. (41) without the need of iteration over the instances.
We can train the model once using the whole D and then
use Eq. (44) to find the error of every iteration of LOOCV.
The overall scaled mean squared error of LOOCV, then, is:
N∑
i=1
(
yi − ŷ(−i)i
)2
=
N∑
i=1
(yi − ŷi
1− γii
)2
. (45)
Suppose that we replace the γii by its average:
1
N
N∑
i=1
γii
(a)
=
1
N
tr(Γ)
(b)
=
p
N
, (46)
where tr(.) is the trace of matrix, (a) is because trace is
equivalent to summation of diagonal, and (b) assumes that
the trace of the hat matrix is p. The p can be considered
as a the dimensionality of the subspace if the Eq. (41) is
considered as a projection into a subspace.
Using Eq. (46) in Eq. (45) gives:
N∑
i=1
(
yi − ŷ(−i)i
)2
=
N∑
i=1
( yi − ŷi
1− p/N
)2
. (47)
The Eq. (47) is referred to as generalized cross validation
(Carven & Wahba, 1979; Golub et al., 1979). It is notewor-
thy that the generalized cross validation can also be related
to SURE (Stein, 1981) which was introduced before (see
(Li, 1985)).
7. Regularization
7.1. Definition
We can minimize the true error, Err, using optimization.
According to Eq. (33), we have:
minimize err− nσ2 + 2σ2
n∑
i=1
∂f̂i
∂yi
. (48)
As the term nσ2 is a constant, we can drop it. More-
over, calculation of ∂f̂i/∂yi is usually very difficult; there-
fore, we usually use a penalty term in place of it where the
penalty increases as the complexity of the model increases
in order to imitate the behavior of ∂f̂i/∂yi. therefore, the
optimization can be written as a regularized optimization
problem:
minimize
x
J˜(x; θ) := J(x; θ) + αΩ(x), (49)
where θ is the parameter(s) of the cost function, J(.) is the
objective err to be minimized, Ω(.) is the penalty function
representing the complexity of model, α > 0 is the regu-
larization parameter, and J˜(.) is the regularized objective
function.
The penalty function can be different things such as `2
norm (Friedman et al., 2009), `1 norm (Tibshirani, 1996;
Schmidt, 2005), `2,1 norm (Chang), etc. The `1 and `2,1
norms are useful for having sparsity (Bach et al., 2011;
2012). The sparsity is very effective because of the “bet
on sparsity” principal: “Use a procedure that does well
in sparse problems, since no procedure does well in dense
problems (Friedman et al., 2009; Tibshirani et al., 2015).”
The effectiveness of the sparsity can also be explained by
Occam’s razor (Domingos, 1999) stating that “simpler so-
lutions are more likely to be correct than complex ones” or
“simplicity is a goal in itself”.
Note that in Eqs. (48) and (49), we are minimizing the
Err (i.e., J˜(x; θ)) and not err (i.e., J(x; θ)). As discussed
in Sections 4 and 5, minimizing err results in overfitting.
Therefore, regularization helps avoid overfitting.
7.2. Theory for `2 Norm Regularization
In this section, we briefly explain the theory behind the `2
norm regularization (Friedman et al., 2009), which is:
minimize
x
J˜(x; θ) := J(x; θ) +
α
2
||x||22. (50)
The `2 norm regularization is also referred to as ridge
regression or Tikhonov regularization (Goodfellow et al.,
2016).
Suppose x∗ is minimizer of the J(x; θ), i.e.:
∇J(x∗; θ) = 0. (51)
The Taylor series expansion of J(x; θ) up to the second
derivative at x∗ gives:
Ĵ(x; θ) ≈ J(x∗; θ) +∇J(x∗; θ)
+
1
2
(x− x∗)>H(x− x∗)
= J(x∗; θ) +
1
2
(x− x∗)>H(x− x∗), (52)
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whereH ∈ Rd×d is the Hessian. Using the Taylor approx-
imation in the cost gives us (Goodfellow et al., 2016):
J˜(x; θ) = Ĵ(x; θ) +
α
2
||x||22
= J(x∗; θ) +
1
2
(x− x∗)>H(x− x∗) + α
2
||x||22,
∂J˜(x; θ)
∂x
= 0 +H(x† − x∗) + αx† set= 0,
=⇒ (H + αI)x† = Hx∗
=⇒ x† = (H + αI)−1Hx∗, (53)
where x† is the minimizer of J˜(x; θ). Note that in calcu-
lations we take ∂J(x∗; θ)/∂x = 0 because the J(x∗; θ) is
a constant vector with respect to x. The Eq. (53) makes
sense because if α = 0, which means we do not have the
regularization term, we will have x† = x∗. This means
that the minimizer of J˜(x, θ) will be the same as the min-
imizer of J(x; θ) which is correct according to Eq. (50)
where λ = 0.
If we apply Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) on the
Hessian matrix, we will have:
H = UΛU>, (54)
where the left and right matrices of singular vectors are
equivalent because the Hessian matrix is symmetric. Us-
ing this decomposition in Eq. (53) gives us:
x† = (UΛU> + αI)−1UΛU>x∗
(a)
= (UΛU> +UU>αI)−1UΛU>x∗
(b)
= (UΛU> +UαIU>)−1UΛU>x∗
=
(
U(Λ + αI)U>
)−1
UΛU>x∗
(c)
= U(Λ + αI)−1U−1U︸ ︷︷ ︸
I
ΛU>x∗
= U(Λ + αI)−1ΛU>x∗, (55)
where (a) and (c) are because U is an orthogonal matrix
so we have U−1 = U> which yields to U>U = I and
UU> = I (because U is not truncated). The (b) is be-
cause α is a scalar and can move between the multiplica-
tion of matrices. The Eq. (55) means that we are rotating
x∗ by U>x∗ but before rotating it back with UU>x∗, we
manipulate it with the term (Λ + αI)−1Λ.
Based on Eq. (55), we can have the following interpreta-
tions:
• If α = 0, we have:
x† = U Λ−1Λ︸ ︷︷ ︸
I
U>x∗ = UU>x∗
(a)
= UU−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
I
x∗ = x∗,
where (a) is because U is an orthogonal matrix and
(b) is becauseU is a non-truncated orthogonal matrix.
This means that if we do not have the penalty term, the
minimizer of J˜(x; θ) is the minimizer of J(x; θ) as
expected. In other words, we are rotating the solution
x∗ by U> and then rotate it back by U .
• If α 6= 0, the term (Λ + αI)−1Λ is:
(Λ + αI)−1Λ =

λ1
λ1+α
0 . . . 0
0 λ2λ2+α . . . 0
...
...
. . .
...
0 0 . . . λdλd+α
 ,
where Λ = diag([λ1, . . . , λd]>). Therefore, for the
j-th direction of Hessian, we have λjλj+α .
– If λj  α, we will have λjλj+α ≈ 1 so for the j-th
direction we have (Λ + αI)−1Λ ≈ I; therefore,
x† ≈ x∗. This makes sense because λi  α
means that the j-th direction of Hessian and thus
the j-th direction of J(x; θ) is large enough to
be effective. Therefore, the penalty is roughly
ignored with respect to it.
– If λj  α, we will have λjλj+α ≈ 0 so for the
j-th direction we have (Λ+αI)−1Λ ≈ 0; there-
fore, x† ≈ 0. This makes sense because λj  α
means that the j-th direction of Hessian and thus
the j-th direction of J(x; θ) is small and not ef-
fective. Therefore, the penalty shrinks that direc-
tion to almost zero.
Therefore, the `2 norm regularization keeps the effec-
tive directions but shrinks the weak directions to zero.
Note that the following measure is referred to as ef-
fective number of parameters or degree of freedom
(Friedman et al., 2009):
d∑
j=1
λj
λj + α
, (56)
because it counts the number of effective directions as
discussed above. Moreover, the term λj/(λj + α) or
(Λ + αI)−1Λ is called the shrinkage factor because
it shrinks the weak directions.
7.3. Theory for `1 Norm Regularization
As explained before, sparsity is very useful and effective.
If x = [x1, . . . , xd]>, for having sparsity, we should use
subset selection for the regularization:
minimize
x
J˜(x; θ) := J(x; θ) + α ||x||0, (57)
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where:
||x||0 :=
d∑
j=1
I(xj 6= 0) =
{
0 if xj = 0,
1 if xj 6= 0, (58)
is “`0” norm, which is not a norm (so we used “.” for it)
because it does not satisfy the norm properties (Boyd &
Vandenberghe, 2004). The “`0” norm counts the number of
non-zero elements so when we penalize it, it means that we
want to have sparser solutions with many zero entries. Ac-
cording to (Donoho, 2006), the convex relaxation of “`0”
norm (subset selection) is `1 norm. Therefore, we write the
regularized optimization as:
minimize
x
J˜(x; θ) := J(x; θ) + α ||x||1. (59)
Note that the `1 regularization is also referred to as lasso
regularization (Tibshirani, 1996). Different methods exist
for solving optimization having `1 norm, such as proximal
algorithm using soft thresholding (Parikh & Boyd, 2014)
and coordinate descent (Wright, 2015; Wu & Lange, 2008).
Here, we explain solving the optimization using the coor-
dinate descent algorithm.
The idea of coordinate descent algorithm is similar to the
idea of Gibbs sampling (Casella & George, 1992) where we
work on the dimensions of the variable one by one. Similar
to what we did for obtaining Eq. (53), we have:
J˜(x; θ) = Ĵ(x; θ) + α ||x||1
= J(x∗; θ) +
1
2
(x− x∗)>H(x− x∗) + α ||x||1.
For simplicity in deriving an interpretable expression, we
assume that the Hessian matrix is diagonal (Goodfellow
et al., 2016). For coordinate descent, we look at the j-th
coordinate (dimension):
J˜(xj ; θ) = Ĵ(xj ; θ) + α |xj |
= J(x∗j ; θ) +
1
2
(xj − x∗j )2hi + α |xj |+ c,
where x = [x1, . . . , xd]>, x∗ = [x∗1, . . . , x
∗
d]
>, hj is the
(j, j)-th element of the diagonal Hessian matrix, and c is
a constant term with respect to xj (not dependent to xj).
Taking derivative with respect to xj gives us:
∂J˜(xj ; θ)
∂xj
= 0 + (xj − x∗j )hj + α sign(xj) set= 0 =⇒
x†j = x
∗
j −
α
hj
sign(xj) =
{
x∗j − αhj if xj > 0,
x∗j +
α
hj
if xj < 0,
(60)
which is a soft thresholding function. This function is
depicted in Fig. 7. As can be seen in this figure, if
Figure 7. The soft thresholding function.
|x∗j | < (α/hj), the solution to the regularized problem,
i.e., x†j , is zero. Recall that in `2 norm regularization, we
shrank the weak solutions close to zero; however, here in `1
norm regularization, we are setting the weak solutions ex-
actly to zero. That is why the solutions are relatively sparse
in `1 norm regularization. Notice that in `1 norm regular-
ization, as shown in Fig. 7, even the strong solutions are a
little shrunk (from the x†j = x
∗
j line), the fact that we also
had in `2 norm regularization.
Another intuition for why the `1 norm regularization is
sparse is illustrated in Fig. 8 (Tibshirani, 1996). As this
figure shows, the objective J(x; θ) has some contour lev-
els like a bowl (if it is convex). The regularization term is
also a norm ball, which is a sphere bowl (cone) for `2 norm
and a diamond bowl (cone) for `1 norm (Boyd & Vanden-
berghe, 2004). As Fig. 8 shows, for `2 norm regularization,
the objective and the penalty term contact at a point where
some of the coordinates might be small; however, for `1
norm, the contact point can be at some point where some
variables are exactly zero. This again shows the reason of
sparsity in `1 norm regularization.
7.4. Examples in Machine Learning: Regression,
Weight Decay, Noise Injection, and Early Stopping
7.4.1. LINEAR, RIDGE, AND LASSO REGRESSION
Let X = [1, [x1, . . . ,xn]>] ∈ Rn×(d+1) and β ∈ Rd+1.
In linear regression, the optimization is (Friedman et al.,
2009):
minimize
β
||y −Xβ||22. (61)
The result of this optimization is:
β = (X>X)−1X>y. (62)
We can penalize the regression coefficients using `2 norm
regularization. This is referred to as ridge regression whose
optimization is (Friedman et al., 2009):
minimize
β
||y − βX||22 +
α
2
||β||22. (63)
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Figure 8. The unit balls for `1 and `2 norm regularizations: (a) `2
norm regularization and (b) `1 norm regularization. The green
curves are the contour levels of the non-regularized objective
function. The red balls show the unit balls for the norm penalties.
The data are assumed to be two dimensional. A third dimension
can be imagined for the value of cost function.
The result of this optimization is:
β = (X>X + αI)−1X>y. (64)
Note that one intuition of ridge regression is that adding αI
strengthens the main diagonal ofX>X in order to make it
full-rank and non-singular for inversion.
We can also have `1 norm regularization, named lasso re-
gression (Tibshirani, 1996), which makes the coefficients
sparse. The optimization of lasso regression is:
minimize
β
||y − βX||22 + α ||β||1, (65)
which dose not have a closed form solution but an iterative
solution as explained before.
7.4.2. WEIGHT DECAY
Recall Eq. (50). If we replace the objective variable x with
the vector of neural network weights w, we will have:
minimize
w
J˜(w; θ) := J(w; θ) +
α
2
||w||22, (66)
which can be the loss function optimized in a neural net-
work (Goodfellow et al., 2016). Penalizing the weights
with regularization is referred to as weight decay (Krogh &
Hertz, 1992; Chiu et al., 1994). This penalty prevents neu-
ral network from becoming too non-linear (complex) and
thus overfitted. the reason is that according to non-linear
activation functions such as hyperbolic tangent, very large
weights (very positive or very negative) are in the very non-
linear parts of the activation functions. although neural net-
work should not be completely linear in order to be able to
learn non-linear patterns, it should not be very non-linear
as well not to be overfitted to the training data. Penalizing
the weights makes the weights relatively small (where the
activation functions are almost linear) in to have a balance
in linearity and non-linearity.
According to Eq. (55), the result of Eq. (66) is:
w† = U(Λ + αI)−1ΛU>w∗, (67)
which has the similar interpretations as we discussed be-
fore.
7.4.3. NOISE INJECTION TO INPUT IN NEURAL
NETWORKS
In training neural networks, it is beneficial to add noise to
the input (Matsuoka, 1992). One perspective to why adding
noise to input helps better training of network is data aug-
mentation (Van Dyk & Meng, 2001; DeVries & Taylor,
2017). Data augmentation is useful for training deep net-
works because they have a huge number of weights (pa-
rameters) and if we do not introduce enough training data
to them, they will overfit to the training data.
Another interpretation of noise injection to input is regular-
ization (Grandvalet et al., 1997; Goodfellow et al., 2016).
Assume that the optimization of neural network is:
minimize
w
J := E((ŷ(x)− y)2), (68)
where x, ŷ(x), and y are the input, the estimation (output)
of network, and the training label, respectively. We add
noise ε ∼ N (0, σ2I) to the input, so the objective function
changes to:
J˜ := E((ŷ(x+ ε)− y)2)
= E(ŷ2(x+ ε)− 2yŷ(x+ ε) + y2)
= E(ŷ2(x+ ε))− 2E(yŷ(x+ ε)) + E(y2).
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Assuming that the variance of noise is small, the Taylor
series expansion of ŷ(x+ ε) is:
ŷ(x+ ε) = ŷ(x) + ε>∇xŷ(x)
+
1
2
ε>∇2xŷ(x) ε+ o(ε3).
Therefore:
J˜ ≈ E
((
ŷ(x) + ε>∇xŷ(x) + 1
2
ε>∇2xŷ(x) ε
)2)
− 2E
(
yŷ(x) + yε>∇xŷ(x) + 1
2
yε>∇2xŷ(x) ε
)
+ E(y2)
= E
(
ŷ(x)2 + y2 − 2yŷ(x)
)
− 2E
(1
2
yε>∇2xŷ(x) ε
)
+ E
(
ŷ(x)ε>∇2xŷ(x)ε+ (ε>∇xŷ(x))2 + o(ε3)
)
.
The first term, E(ŷ(x)2 +y2−2yŷ(x)) = E((ŷ(x)−y)2),
is the loss function before adding the noise to the input,
according to Eq. (68). Also, because of ε ∼ N (0, σ2I),
we have E(ε>ε) = σ2. As the noise and the input are
independent, the following term is simplified as:
E
(
(ε>∇xŷ(x))2
) ⊥⊥
= E(ε>ε)E(||∇xŷ(x)||22)
= σ2 E(||∇xŷ(x)||22),
and the rest of expression is simplified as:
E
(
ŷ(x)ε>∇2xŷ(x)ε
)
− 2E
(1
2
yε>∇2xŷ(x) ε
)
= E
(
ŷ(x)ε>∇2xŷ(x)ε
)
− E
(
yε>∇2xŷ(x) ε
)
⊥⊥
= E(ε>ε)E
(
ŷ(x)∇2xŷ(x)
)− E(ε>ε)E(y∇2xŷ(x))
= σ2 E
((
ŷ(x)− y)∇2xŷ(x)).
Hence, the overall loss function after noise injection to the
input is simplified to:
J˜ ≈ J + σ2 E
((
ŷ(x)− y)∇2xŷ(x))
+ σ2 E(||∇xŷ(x)||22),
(69)
which is a regularized optimization problem with `2 norm
penalty (see Eq. (50)). The penalty is on the second deriva-
tives of outputs of neural network. This means that we do
not want to have significant changes in the output of neural
network. This penalization prevents from overfitting.
Note that the technique of adding noise to the input is
also used in denoising autoencoders (Vincent et al., 2008).
Moreover, an overcomplete autoencoder with one hidden
layer (Goodfellow et al., 2016) (where the number of hid-
den neurons is greater than the dimension of data) needs a
noisy input; otherwise, the mapping in the autoencoder will
be just coping the input to output without learning a latent
space.
It is also noteworthy that injecting noise to the weights
of neural network (Goodfellow et al., 2016; Ho et al.,
2008) can be interpreted similar to injecting noise to the
input. Therefore, noise injection to the weights can also
be interpreted as regularization where the regularization
penalty term is σ2 E(||∇wŷ(x)||22) where w is the vector
of weights (Goodfellow et al., 2016).
7.4.4. EARLY STOPPING IN NEURAL NETWORKS
As we mentioned in the explanations of Fig. 6-a, we train
neural network up to a point where the overfitting is start-
ing. This is referred to as early stopping (Prechelt, 1998;
Yao et al., 2007) which helps avoid overfitting (Caruana
et al., 2001).
According to Eq. (52), we have:
∇wĴ(w) ≈ ∇wJ(w∗) +H(w −w∗) (51)= H(w −w∗).
The gradient descent (with η as the learning rate) used in
back-propagation of neural network is (Boyd & Vanden-
berghe, 2004):
w(t) := w(t−1) − η∇wĴ(w(t))
= w(t−1) − ηH(w(t−1) −w∗)
=⇒ w(t) −w∗ = (I − ηH)(w(t−1) −w∗),
where t is the index of iteration. According to Eq. (54), we
have:
w(t) −w∗ = (I − ηUΛU>)(w(t−1) −w∗).
Assuming the initial weights are w(0) = 0, we have:
w(1) −w∗ = −(I − ηUΛU>)w∗
=⇒ w(1) = (I − (I − ηUΛU>))w∗
(a)
=⇒ w(1) = (UU> − (UU> − ηUΛU>))w∗
=⇒ w(1) = U(I − (I − ηΛ))U>w∗,
where (a) is because U is a non-truncated orthogonal ma-
trix so UU> = I . By induction, we have:
w(t) = U
(
I − (I − ηΛ)t)U>w∗,
=⇒ U>w(t) = U>U(I − (I − ηΛ)t)U>w∗,
(a)
=⇒ U>w(t) = (I − (I − ηΛ)t)U>w∗, (70)
where (a) is becauseU is an orthogonal matrix soU>U =
I .
On the other hand, recall Eq. (67):
w† = U(Λ + αI)−1ΛU>w∗,
=⇒ U>w† = (Λ + αI)−1ΛU>w∗,
(a)
=⇒ U>w† = (I − (Λ + αI)−1α)U>w∗, (71)
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where (a) is because of an expression rearrangement as-
serted in (Goodfellow et al., 2016). Comparing Eqs. (70)
and (71) shows that early stopping can be seen as a `2 norm
regularization or weight decay (Goodfellow et al., 2016).
Actually, the Eqs. (70) and (71) are equivalent if:
(I − ηΛ)t = (Λ + αI)−1α, (72)
for some η, t, and α. If we take the logarithm from these
expressions and use Taylor series expansion for log(1+x),
we have:
log(I − ηΛ)t = t log(I − ηΛ)
≈ −t (ηΛ + 1
2
η2Λ2 +
1
3
η3Λ3 + · · · ),
(73)
log(Λ + αI)−1α = − log(Λ + αI) + logα
= − log(α(I + 1
α
Λ)) + logα
= − logα− log(I + 1
α
Λ) + logα
≈ −1
α
Λ +
1
2α2
Λ2 − 1
3α3
Λ3 + · · · .
(74)
Equating Eqs. (73) and (74) because of Eq. (72) gives us:
α ≈ 1
t η
, t ≈ 1
αη
, (75)
which shows that the inverse of number of iterations is pro-
portional to the weight decay (`2 norm) regularization pa-
rameter. In other words, the more training iterations we
have, the less we are penalizing the weights and the more
the network might get overfitted.
Moreover, some empirical studies (Zur et al., 2009) show
that noise injection and weight decay have more effective-
ness than early stopping for avoiding overfitting, although
early stopping has its own merits.
8. Bagging
8.1. Definition
Bagging is short for Bootstrap AGGregatING, first pro-
posed by (Breiman, 1996). It is a meta algorithm which
can be used with any model (classifier, regression, etc).
The definition of bootstrapping is as follows. Suppose we
have a sample {xi}ni=1 with size n where f(x) is the un-
known distribution of the sample, i.e., xi
iid∼ f(x). We
would like to sample from this distribution but we do not
know the f(x). Approximating the sampling from the dis-
tribution by randomly sampling from the available sample
is named bootstrapping. In bootstrapping, we use simple
random sampling with replacement. The drawn sample is
named bootstrap sample.
In bagging, we draw k bootstrap samples each with some
sample size. Then, we train the model hj using the j-th
bootstrap sample, ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , k}. Hence, we have k
trained models rather than one model. Finally, we aggre-
gate the results of estimations of the k models for an in-
stance x:
f̂(x) =
1
k
k∑
j=1
hj(x). (76)
If the model is classifier, we should probably use sign func-
tion:
f̂(x) = sign
(1
k
k∑
j=1
hj(x)
)
. (77)
8.2. Theory
Let ej denote the error of the j-th model in estimation of the
observation of an instance. Suppose this error is a random
variable with normal distribution having mean zero, i.e.,
ej
iid∼ N (0, s) where s := σ2. We denote the covariance
of estimations of two trained models using two different
bootstrap samples by c. Therefore, we have:
E(e2j ) = s
=⇒ Var(ej) = E(e2j )− (E(ej))2 = s− 0 = s
=⇒ Var(hj(x)) = s, (78)
E(ej e`) = c
=⇒ Cov(ej , e`) = E(ej e`)− E(ej)E(e`)
= c− (0× 0) = c =⇒ Cov(hj(x), h`(x)) = c, (79)
for all j, ` ∈ {1, . . . , k}, j 6= `.
According to Eqs. (76), (78), and (79), we have:
Var
(
f̂(x)
)
=
1
k2
Var
( k∑
j=1
hj(x)
)
(13)
=
1
k2
k∑
j=1
Var(hj(x))
+
1
k2
k∑
j=1
k∑
`=1, 6`=j
Cov(hj(x), h`(x))
=
1
k2
ks+
1
k2
k(k − 1)c = 1
k
s+
k − 1
k
c. (80)
The obtained expression has an interesting interpretation:
If two trained models with two different bootstrap samples
are very correlated, we will have c ≈ s, thus:
lim
c→sVar
(
f̂(x)
)
=
1
k
s+
k − 1
k
s = s, (81)
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and if the two trained models are very different (uncorre-
lated), we will have c ≈ 0, hence:
lim
c→0
Var
(
f̂(x)
)
=
1
k
s+
k − 1
k
0 =
1
k
s. (82)
This means that if the trained models are very correlated
in bagging, there is not any difference from using only one
model; however, if we have different trained models, the
variance of estimation improves significantly by the factor
of k. This also implies that bagging never is destructive; it
either is not effective or improves the estimation in terms
of variance (Bu¨hlmann & Yu, 2000; Breiman, 1996).
Figure 5 shows that the more complex model usually has
more variance and less bias. This trade-off is shown in
Fig. 6. Therefore, the more variance corresponds to over-
fitting. As bagging helps decrease the variance of estima-
tion, it helps prevent overfitting. Therefore, bagging is a
meta algorithm useful to have less variance and not to get
overfitted (Breiman, 1998). Moreover, as also will be men-
tioned in Section 9.3.1, bagging can be seen as an ensemble
learning method (Polikar, 2012) which is useful because of
model averaging (Hoeting et al., 1999; Claeskens & Hjort,
2008).
8.3. Examples in Machine Learning: Random Forest
and Dropout
8.3.1. RANDOM FOREST
One of the examples of using bagging in machine learning
is random forest (Liaw & Wiener, 2002). In random forest,
we train different models (trees) using different bootstrap
samples (subsets of the training set). However, as the trees
work similarly, they will be very correlated. Foe the al-
ready explained reason, this will not have a significant im-
provement from using one tree. Random forest addresses
this issue by also sampling from the features (dimensions)
of the bootstrap sample. This makes the trained trees very
different and thus results in a noticeable improvement.
8.3.2. DROPOUT
Another example of bagging is dropout in neural networks
(Srivastava et al., 2014). According to dropout, in every
iteration of training phase, the neurons are randomly re-
moved with probability p = 0.5, i.e., we sample from
a Bernoulli distribution. This makes the training phase
as training different neural networks as we have different
models in bagging. In the test time, all the neurons are
used but their output is multiplied by the p. This imitates
the model averaging of bagging in Eq. (76). That is why
dropout prevents neural network from overfitting. Another
intuition of why dropout works is making the neural net-
work sparse which is very effective because of principal of
sparsity (Friedman et al., 2009; Tibshirani et al., 2015) or
Occam’s razor (Domingos, 1999) introduced before.
8.4. Examples in Computer Vision: HOG and SSD
8.4.1. HISTOGRAM OF ORIENTED GRADIENTS
An example of bagging is Histogram of Oriented Gradients
(HOG) (Dalal & Triggs, 2005) used in computer vision, es-
pecially for human detection in images. In HOG, different
cells or blocks are used each of which includes a histogram
of gradients of a sub-region of image. Finally, using bag-
ging, the histograms are combined into one histogram. The
effectiveness of HOG is because of effectiveness of bag-
ging.
8.4.2. SINGLE SHOT MULTI-BOX DETECTOR
Single Shot multi-box Detector (SSD) (Liu et al., 2016)
is another usage of bagging in computer vision and object
detection using deep neural networks (LeCun et al., 2015;
Goodfellow et al., 2016). In SSD, a set of bounding boxes
(i.e., the models in bagging) with different sizes are used
which are processed and learned using convolution layers
in neural network. Some of the boxes are matched and their
weighted summation is used as the loss function of the neu-
ral network to optimize.
9. Boosting
9.1. Definition
Boosting is a meta algorithm which can be used with any
model (classifier, regression, etc). For binary classifica-
tion, for example, if we use boosting with a classifier even
slightly better than flipping a coin, we will have a strong
classifier (we will explain the reason later in Section 9.3.1).
Thus, we can say boosting makes the estimation or classi-
fication very strong. In other words, boosting addresses the
question whether a strong classifier can be obtained from
a set of weak classifiers (Kearns, 1988; Kearns & Valiant,
1994).
The idea of boosting is to learn k models in a hierarchy
where every model gives more attention (larger weight) to
the instances misclassified (or estimated very badly) by the
previous model. Figure 9 shows this hierarchy. Finally, the
overall estimation or classification is a weighted summa-
tion (average) of the k estimations. For an instance x, we
have:
f̂(x) =
k∑
j=1
αj hj(x). (83)
If the model is classifier, we should probably use sign func-
tion:
f̂(x) = sign
( k∑
j=1
αjhj(x)
)
, (84)
which is equivalent to majority voting among the trained
classifiers.
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Figure 9. The training phase in boosting k models.
Different methods have been proposed for boosting, one of
the most well-known ones is AdaBoost (Adaptive Boost-
ing) (Freund & Schapire, 1996). The algorithm of Ad-
aBoost for binary classification is shown in Algorithm 3.
In this algorithm, Lj is the cost function minimized in the
j-th model hj , the I(.) is the indicator function which is
one and zero if its condition is and is not satisfied, respec-
tively, and wi is the weight associated to the i-th instance
for weighting it as the input to the next layer of boosting.
Here, we can have several cases which help us understand
the interpretation of the AdaBoost algorithm:
• if an instance is correctly classified, the I(yi 6=
hj(xi)) is zero and thus the wi will be still wi without
any change. This makes sense because the correctly
classified instance should not gain a significant weight
in the next layer of boosting.
• if an instance is misclassified, the I(yi 6= hj(xi)) is
one. In this case, we can have two sub-cases:
– If the classifier which classified that instance was
a bad classifier, its cost would be like flipping a
coin, i.e., Lj = 0.5. Therefore, we will have
αj = log(1) = 0 and again the wi will still be
wi without any change. This makes sense be-
cause we cannot trust the bad classifier whether
the instance is correctly or incorrectly classified
and thus we should not make any decision based
on that.
– If the classifier which classified that instance was
a good classifier, then we have Lj = 0.5 and as
we also have I(yi 6= hj(xi)) = 1, the weight
will change as wi := wi exp(αj). This also is
1 Initialize wi = 1/n,∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
2 for j from 1 to k do
3 hj(x) = arg minLj
4 αj = log(
1−Lj
Lj
)
5 wi = wi exp
(
αj I(yi 6= hj(xi))
)
Algorithm 3: The AdaBoost Algorithm
intuitive because the previous model in the boost-
ing was a good classifier and we can trust it and
that good classifier could not classify the instance
correctly. therefore, we should notice that in-
stance more in the next model in the boosting
hierarchy.
Note that the cost in AdaBoost is:
Lj =
∑n
i=1 wi I(yi 6= hj(xi))∑n
i=1 wi
, (85)
which makes sense because it gets larger if the observations
of more instances are estimated incorrectly.
9.2. Theory Based on Additive Models
Additive models (Hastie & Tibshirani, 1986) can be used
to explain why boosting works (Friedman et al., 2000; Ro-
jas, 2009). In additive model, we map the data as x 7→
φj(x),∀j ∈ {1, . . . , k} and then add them using some
weights βj’s:
φ(x) =
k∑
j=1
βj φj(x). (86)
A well-known example of the additive model is Radial
Basis Function (RBF) neural network (here with k hid-
den nodes) which uses Gaussian mappings (Broomhead &
Lowe, 1988; Schwenker et al., 2001).
Now, consider a cost function for an instance as:
L(y, h(x)) := exp(−y h(x)), (87)
where y is the observation or label for x and h(x) is the
model’s estimation of y. This cost is intuitive because when
the instance is misclassified, the signs of y and h(x) will be
different and the cost will be large, while in case of correct
classification, the signs are similar and the cost is small. If
we add up the cost over the n training instances, we have:
Lt(y, h(x)) :=
n∑
i=1
exp(−yi h(xi)), (88)
where Lt denotes the total cost.
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In Eq. (86), if we rename the mapping to h(x), which is
the model used in boosting, we will have:
h(x) =
k∑
j=1
βj hj(x). (89)
We can write this expression as a forward stage-wise ad-
ditive model (Friedman et al., 2000; Rojas, 2009) in which
we work with the models one by one where we add up the
previously worked models:
fq−1(x) =
q−1∑
j=1
βj hj(x), (90)
fq(x) = fq−1(x) + βq hq(x), q ≤ k, (91)
where h(x) = fk(x). Therefore, minimizing the cost, i.e.,
Eq. (88), for the j-th model in the additive manner is:
min
βj ,hj
n∑
i=1
exp
(− yi [fj−1(xi) + βj hj(xi)])
= min
βj ,hj
n∑
i=1
exp(−yi fj−1(xi)) exp(−yi βj hj(xi)).
The first term is a constant with respect to βj and hj so we
name it by wi:
wi := exp(−yi fj−1(xi)). (92)
Thus:
min
βj ,hj
n∑
i=1
wi exp(−yi βj hj(xi)).
As in binary AdaBoost, we have ±1 for yi and hj , we can
say:
min
βj ,hj
exp(−βj)
n∑
i=1
wi I(yi = hj(xi))
+ exp(βj)
n∑
i=1
wi I(yi 6= hj(xi))
(a)
= min
βj ,hj
exp(−βj)
n∑
i=1
wi
− exp(−βj)
n∑
i=1
wi I(yi 6= hj(xi))
+ exp(βj)
n∑
i=1
wi I(yi 6= hj(xi)),
where (a) is because:
n∑
i=1
wi I(yi = hj(xi)) =
n∑
i=1
wi −
n∑
i=1
wi I(yi 6= hj(xi)).
For the sake of minimization, we take the derivative:
∂Lt
∂βj
= − exp(−βj)
n∑
i=1
wi
+ exp(−βj)
n∑
i=1
wi I(yi 6= hj(xi))
+ exp(βj)
n∑
i=1
wi I(yi 6= hj(xi)) set= 0,
which gives:
=⇒ (exp(−βj) + exp(βj))×
I(yi 6= hj(xi))∑n
i=1 wi
= exp(−βj)
(85)
=⇒ (exp(−βj) + exp(βj))Lj = exp(−βj)
=⇒ Lj = exp(−βj)
exp(−βj) + exp(βj)
=⇒ exp(2βj) = 1− Lj
Lj
=⇒ 2β = log(1− Lj
Lj
)
(a)
=⇒ αj = 2βj , (93)
where (a) is because of the line 4 in Algorithm 3.
According to Eqs. (90), (91), and (92), we have:
wi := wi exp(−yi βj hj(xi)). (94)
As we have yi hj(xi) = ±1, we can say:
−yi hj(xi) = 2 I(yi 6= hj(xi))− 1. (95)
According Eqs. (93), (94), and (95), we have:
wi := wi exp
(
αj I(yi 6= h(xi))
)
exp(−βj), (96)
which is equivalent to the line 5 in Algorithm 3 with a
factor of exp(−βj). This factor does not have impact on
whether the instance is correctly classified or not.
9.3. Theory Based on Maximum Margin
9.3.1. UPPER BOUND ON THE GENERALIZATION
ERROR OF BOOSTING
There is an upper bound on the generalization error of
boosting (Schapire et al., 1998). In binary boosting, we
have ±1 for yi and also the sign of f̂(xi) is important;
therefore, yi f̂(xi) < 0 means that we have error for esti-
mating the i-th instance. Thus, for an error, we have:
yi f̂(xi) ≤ θ, (97)
for a θ > 0. Recall the Eq. (83). We can normalize this
equation because the sign of it is important:
f̂(xi) =
∑k
j=1 αj hj(xi)∑k
j=1 αj
. (98)
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According to Eqs. (97) and (98), we have:
yi f̂(xi) ≤ θ ⇐⇒ yi
k∑
j=1
αj hj(xi) ≤ θ
k∑
j=1
αj
⇐⇒ exp (− yi k∑
j=1
αj hj(xi) + θ
k∑
j=1
αj
) ≥ 1.
Therefore, in terms of probability, we have:
P(yi f̂(xi) ≤ θ)
= P
(
exp
(− yi k∑
j=1
αj hj(xi) + θ
k∑
j=1
αj
) ≥ 1).
(99)
According to the Markov’s inequality which is (for a > 0
and a random variable X):
P(X ≥ a) ≤ E(X)
a
, (100)
and Eq. (99), we have (take a = 1 and the exponential term
as X in Markov’s inequality):
P(yi f̂(xi) ≤ θ)
≤ E
(
exp
(− yi k∑
j=1
αj hj(xi) + θ
k∑
j=1
αj
))
(a)
= exp
(
θ
k∑
j=1
αj
)
E
(
exp
(− yi k∑
j=1
αj hj(xi)
))
(b)
=
1
n
exp
(
θ
k∑
j=1
αj
) n∑
i=1
exp
(− yi k∑
j=1
αj hj(xi)
)
,
(101)
where (a) is because the expectation is with respect to the
data, i.e., xi and yi and (b) is according to definition of
expectation.
Recall the line 5 in Algorithm 3:
w
(j+1)
i = w
(j)
i exp
(
αj I(yi 6= hj(xi))
)
,
which can be restated as:
w
(j+1)
i = w
(j)
i exp
(− yi αj hj(xi)),
because yi = ±1 and hj(xi) = ±1. It is not harmful to
AdaBoost if we use the normalized weights:
w
(j+1)
i =
w
(j)
i exp
(− yi αj hj(xi))
zj
, (102)
where:
zj :=
n∑
i=1
w
(j)
i exp
(− yi αj hj(xi)). (103)
Considering that w(1)i = 1/n, we can have recursive ex-
pression for the weights:
w
(k+1)
i =
w
(k)
i exp
(− yi αk hk(xi))
zk
= w
(1)
i ×
1
zk × · · · × z1×
exp
(− yi αk hk(xi))× · · · × exp (− yi α1 h1(xi))
=
1
n
× 1∏k
j=1 zj
×
k∏
j=1
exp
(− yi αj hj(xi))
=
1
n
× 1∏k
j=1 zj
× exp (− yi k∑
j=1
αj hj(xi)
)
. (104)
We continue the Eq. (101):
P(yi f̂(xi) ≤ θ)
≤ 1
n
exp
(
θ
k∑
j=1
αj
) n∑
i=1
exp
(− yi k∑
j=1
αj hj(xi)
)
(104)
= exp
(
θ
k∑
j=1
αj
) ( k∏
j=1
zj
) n∑
i=1
w
(k+1)
i .
According to Eqs. (102) and (103), we have:
n∑
i=1
w
(j+1)
i =
∑n
i=1 w
(j)
i exp
(− yi αj hj(xi))∑n
i=1 w
(j)
i exp
(− yi αj hj(xi)) = 1.
Therefore:
∴ P(yi f̂(xi) ≤ θ) ≤ exp
(
θ
k∑
j=1
αj
) ( k∏
j=1
zj
)
. (105)
On the other hand, according to Eq. (103), we have:
zj =
n∑
i=1
w
(j)
i exp
(− yi αj hj(xi))
=
n∑
i=1
w
(j)
i exp(−αj) I(yi = hj(xi))
+
n∑
i=1
w
(j)
i exp(αj) I(yi 6= hj(xi))
= exp(−αj)
n∑
i=1
w
(j)
i I(yi = hj(xi))
+ exp(αj)
n∑
i=1
w
(j)
i I(yi 6= hj(xi)). (106)
Recall Eq. (102) for wj+1i . This is in the range [0, 1] and
its summation over error cases can be considered as the
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probability of error:
n∑
i=1
w
(j)
i I(yi 6= hj(xi)) = P(yi 6= hj(xi))
(a)
= Lj , (107)
where (a) is because the Eq. (85) is the cost which is the
probability of error. Therefore, the Eq. (106) becomes:
zj = exp(−αj) (1− Lj) + exp(αj)Lj .
Recall the αj in line 4 in Algorithm 3. Scaling it is not
harmful to AdaBoost:
αj =
1
2
log(
1− Lj
Lj
). (108)
Therefore, we can have:
zj = 2
√
Lj(1− Lj). (109)
Plugging Eqs. (108) and (109) in Eq. (105) gives:
P(yi f̂(xi) ≤ θ)
≤ exp (1
2
θ
k∑
j=1
log(
1− Lj
Lj
)
) (
2k
k∏
j=1
√
Lj(1− Lj)
)
= 2k exp
( k∑
j=1
log((
1− Lj
Lj
)θ/2)
) k∏
j=1
√
Lj(1− Lj)
= 2k
k∏
j=1
exp
(
log((
1− Lj
Lj
)θ/2)
) k∏
j=1
√
Lj(1− Lj),
which simplifies to the upper bound on the generalization
error of AdaBoost (Schapire et al., 1998):
P
(
yi f̂(xi) ≤ θ
) ≤ 2k k∏
j=1
√
L1−θj (1− Lj)1+θ, (110)
where P
(
yi f̂(xi) ≤ θ
)
is the probability that the general-
ization (true) error for the i-th instance is less than θ > 0.
According to Eq. (85), we have Lj ∈ [0, 1]. If we have
Lj ≤ 0.5− ξ, where ξ ∈ (0, 0.5), the Eq. (110) becomes:
P
(
yi f̂(xi) ≤ θ
) ≤ (√(1− 2ξ)1−θ(1 + 2ξ)1+θ)k,
(111)
which is a very good upper bound because if θ < ξ, we
have
√
(1− 2ξ)1−θ(1 + 2ξ)1+θ < 1; thus, the probability
of error, P
(
yi f̂(xi) ≤ θ
)
, decreases exponentially with
k which is the number of models used in boosting. This
shows that boosting helps us reduce the generalization error
and thus helps us avoid overfitting. In other words, because
of the bound on generalization error, boosting overfits very
hardly.
If ξ is a very small positive number, the Lj ≤ 0.5 − ξ is a
little smaller than 0.5, i.e., Lj / 0.5. As we are discussing
binary classification in boosting, Lj = 0.5 means random
classification by flipping a coin. Therefore, for having the
great bound of Eq. (111), having weak base models (a lit-
tle better than random decision) suffices. This shows the
effectiveness of boosting. Note that a very small ξ means a
very small θ because of θ < ξ; therefore, it means a very
small probability of error because of P
(
yi f̂(xi) ≤ θ
)
.
It is noteworthy that both boosting and bagging can be seen
as ensemble learning (Polikar, 2012) (or majority voting)
methods which use model averaging (Hoeting et al., 1999;
Claeskens & Hjort, 2008) and are very effective in learn-
ing theory. Moreover, both boosting and bagging reduce
the variance of estimation (Breiman, 1998; Schapire et al.,
1998), especially for the models with high variance of esti-
mation such as trees (Quinlan, 1996).
In the above, we analyzed boosting for binary classifica-
tion. A similar discussion can be done for multi-class clas-
sification in boosting and find an upper bound on the gen-
eralization error (see the appendix in (Schapire et al., 1998)
for more details).
9.3.2. BOOSTING AS MAXIMUM MARGIN CLASSIFIER
In another perspective, the found upper bound for boosting
shows that boosting can be seen as a method to increase
(maximize) the margins of training error which results in
a good generalization error (Boser et al., 1992). This phe-
nomenon is the base for the theory of Support Vector Ma-
chines (SVM) (Cortes & Vapnik, 1995; Burges, 1998). In
the following, we analyze the analogy between maximum
margin classifier (i.e., SVM) and boosting (Schapire et al.,
1998). In addition to (Schapire et al., 1998), some more
discussion exist for upper bound and margin of boosting
(Wang et al., 2008; Gao & Zhou, 2013) to which we refer
the interested readers.
Assume we have training instances {(xi, yi)}ni=1 where
yi ∈ {−1,+1} for binary classification. The two classes
may not be linearly separable. In order to handle this case,
we map the data to higher dimensional feature space us-
ing kernels (Scholkopf & Smola, 2001; Hofmann et al.,
2008), hoping that they become linearly separable in the
feature space. Assume h(x) is a vector which non-linearly
maps data to the feature space. Consideringα as the vector
of dual variables, the dual optimization problem (Boyd &
Vandenberghe, 2004) in SVM is (Burges, 1998; Schapire
et al., 1998):
maximize
α
minimize
{(xi,yi)}ni=1
yi (α
>h(xi))
||α||2 . (112)
Note that yi = ±1 and α>h(xi) ≷ 0; therefore, the sign
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of yi (α>h(xi)) determines the class of the i-th instance.
On the other hand, the Eq. (98) can be written in a vector
form:
f̂(xi) =
∑k
j=1 αj hj(xi)∑k
j=1 αj
=
α>h(xi)
||α||1 , (113)
where h(xi) = [h1(xi), . . . , hk(xi)]> and α =
[α1, . . . , αk]
>. Note that here, h(xi) = ±1 and αj is ob-
tained from Eq. (108) or the line 4 in Algorithm 3.
The similarity between the Eq. (113) and the cost function
in Eq. (112) shows that boosting can be seen as maximizing
the margin of classification resulting in a good generaliza-
tion error (Schapire et al., 1998). In other words, finding
a linear combination in the high dimensional feature space
having a large margin between the training instances of the
classes is performed in the two methods. Note that a slight
difference is the type of norm which is interpretable be-
cause the mapping to feature space in boosting is only to
h(xi) = ±1 while in SVM, it can be any number where the
sign is important. Therefore, `1 and `2 norms are suitable
in boosting and SVM, respectively (Schapire et al., 1998).
Another connection between SVM (maximum margin clas-
sifier) and boosting is that some of the training instances
are found to be most important instances, called support
vectors (Burges, 1998). In boosting, also, weighting the
training instances can be seen as selecting some informa-
tive models (Freund, 1995) which can be analogous to sup-
port vectors.
9.4. Examples in Machine Learning: Boosting Trees
and SVMs
Both bagging and boosting are used a lot with trees (Quin-
lan, 1996; Friedman et al., 2009). The reason why boost-
ing is very effective with trees is that trees have a large
variance of estimation where the boosting and bagging can
significantly reduce the variance of estimation as discussed
before. Note that boosting is also used with SVM for im-
balanced data (Wang & Japkowicz, 2010).
10. Conclusion
This paper was a tutorial paper introducing overfitting,
cross validation, generalized cross validation, regulariza-
tion, bagging, and boosting. The theory behind these meth-
ods were explained and some examples of them in machine
learning and computer vision were provided.
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A. Proof of Stein’s Lemma
As the components of z = [z1, . . . , zd]> ∈ Rd are in-
dependent random variables with normal distribution, i.e.,
zi ∼ N (µi, σ), we have:
f(z) = f(z1, . . . , zd)
(a)
= f(z1)× · · · × f(zd)
=
d∏
i=1
1√
2piσ2
exp(− (zi − µi)
2
2σ2
)
=
1√
(2piσ2)d
exp(−
∑d
i=1(zi − µi)2
2σ2
)
=
1√
(2piσ2)d
exp(−||z − µ||
2
2
2σ2
),
where (a) is because z1 ⊥⊥ . . . ⊥⊥ zd.
We also have:
(z − µ)> g(z) =
d∑
i=1
(zi − µi) gi.
According to the definition of expectation, we have:
E
(
(z − µ)> g(z)) = ∫
Rd
f(z) (z − µ)> g(z) dz
=
∫
Rd
1√
(2piσ2)d
exp(−||z − µ||
2
2
2σ2
)
d∑
i=1
(zi − µi) gi
dz1 . . . dzd
(a)
= σ2
d∑
i=1
∫
Rd
1√
(2piσ2)d
exp(−||z − µ||
2
2
2σ2
)
∂gi
∂zi
dz1 . . . dzd
(b)
= σ2
d∑
i=1
E(
∂gi
∂zi
),
where (a) uses integration by parts and (b) is according to
the definition of expectation. Q.E.D.
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